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Introduction 
The winter meeting of this panel has been held at ESOC, Darmstadt (Germany) between the 9 and 
14 December 1999. 
 
The meeting has been split in two parts, corresponding to the amount of participants: Part 1 was 
held  the days 9 and 10 December, and part 2 has been held the days 13 and 14 December.  
 
The participants during part 1 were: 
R. Kiehling (DLR) 
G. Ortega (ESA/ESTEC) 
L. A. Cangahuala (NASA/JPL) 
J. Foliard (CNES) 
S. Pallaschke (ESA/ESOC) (partially) 
J. Dow (ESA/ESOC) (partially) 
K. Lenhart (ESA/ESOC) (partially) 
 
The participants during part 2 were: 
R. Kiehling (DLR) 
G. Ortega (ESA/ESTEC) 
 
 
Mr. Cangahuala replaces Mr. Kallemeyn from NASA and Mr.  Kiehling replaces Mr. Drexler from 
DLR.  
 



Day 1 (9 December 1999) 
 
Mr. Flores-Amaya could not chair the session and Mr. Ortega was asked to chair it. 
 
The session started with the complete revision of the Green Book. Due to the fact that two new 
members have joined, the revision gave them the opportunity to ask questions and set comments 
about what has been produced until now. 
 
The type of data to be covered in the document has been re-written establishing four main new 
categories: spacecraft dynamic properties, ground stations information, environmental models, and 
radio-metric data. This new categorization allows to split the document in a  more comprehensive 
manner. 
 
Some references need update and actions have been taken to correct the deficiency (see actions P1J-
W99-07 and P1J-W99-08). 
 
The section Overview of Navigation has been amended with the expansion to two different data 
types scenarios: the real time scenario in which navigation data is exchanged between participants 
and the  non-real time navigation exchange scenario. Both are equally possible in the 
recommendation. 
 
Mr. Kiehling proposed the change of the word ephemeris by the word orbit all through the 
document. The recommendation was adopted. 
 
The old figure 2.3 of this section will be modified (see action P1J-W99-17) to contain a more 
comprehensive picture of the exchange of navigation messages between participants. 
 
The old section 3 has been totally re-worked to include new definitions. Mr. Cangahuala proposed 
the inclusion of two new definitions (measurements and properties) as qualifiers of a participant 
(see Green Book). 
 
Mr. Ortega proposed that the section about co-ordinate systems was been moved to the forefront of 
the  document together with the astrodynamic data section. This has been judged to be more 
readable. Because the recommendation of the use of a particular co-ordinate system is difficult the 
team got an action (see action P1J-W99-01) to list all possible systems and come to a particular 
recommendation, after examining the possibilities, at the next meeting. Mr. Foliard pointed out that 
CNES has an excellent book about reference systems which could be made available to the group 
(see action P1J-W99-07). 
 
It has been agreed that the classical orbital elements will not be mentioned in the Book. Instead, the 
use of Cartesian co-ordinates will be recommended. 
 
Mr. Foliard pointed out the extraordinary difficulty in the standardization of the attitude data. He 
delivered some pages about the myriad of attitude co-ordinate systems use by space agencies 
(attached to the hard copies of the minutes of the meeting). Based on this, Mr. Foliard proposed to 
delay the completion of the attitude data section to the next meetings. Mr. Ortega proposed a 
simplification on the transfer of attitude data based on four quaternions, a time, and a co-ordinate 
system. Mr. Foliard and Mr. Ortega will deliver a preliminary text for this part (see action P1J-
W99-02). 
 
The transfer of radio-metric data was analyzed. It was clear that different radio-metric data is being 
transferred among space agencies. A comprehensive list of data shall be made available at the next 



meeting (see action P1J-W99-03). 
 
The RINEX data transfer format has been moved to an appendix containing all format examples. 
The chapter of GNSS-2 will be deleted from the next issues. 
 
The ground station co-ordinates section needs extensive re-working. Experts from ground segments 
will provide a preliminary text for this part (see action P1J-W99-05). 
 
Following the recommendation of  Mr. Kiehling the data transmission delays section will be 
included in the chapter of radio-metric data. 
 
The NORAD TLE data transfer format has been moved to an appendix containing all format 
examples. 
 
 
 



Day 2 (10 December 1999) 
 
The agreement to remove the classical orbital elements from the green book was revoked.  
 
Mr. Cangahuala gave a presentation about the status and use of the SPK files at JPL (see 
attachments in hard copy to the minutes of the meeting). Mr. Cangahuala stated that SPK files will 
become mandatory for JPL projects as of September 2001. He proposed CNES and DLR the 
revision of the SPK standard with the aim to modify or patch it to accommodate their needs. This 
idea has the advantage to give P1J a fast alternative to transfer navigation messages using already 
existing standards (SPK) and the associated software (SPICE).  
 
Mr. Foliard stated that SPK file are used at CNES.  
 
Mr. Kiehling stated that SPK are not used at DLR. Mr. Kiehling enumerated a set of problems for 
the use of SPK files: complexity of operational systems, binary format interchange instead of 
ASCII, software reliability, maintainability, dependency on JPL, configuration control, time critical 
trouble shooting, and property rights, among others. Therefore DLR has strong concerns for the use 
of SPK files for operational navigation data exchange. 
 
Mr. Cangahuala replied that the source code of SPICE is freely available, for many different 
platforms, and it is being used quite extensively for many institutions. It is a proven product which 
will always be maintained at JPL/Caltech side. 
 
Mr. Ortega stated that the update or patching of the SPK format would in principle satisfy the needs 
of the exchange of navigation messages between ground participants (see the definition of 
participant in the Green Book) but possibly not between flight participants. Mr. Ortega asked if JPL 
will be willing to adopt P1J CCSDS recommendations even if they are drown apart from the SPK 
standards. Mr. Cangahuala replied that in principle it could be possible (see action P1J-W99-11), 
but he would like to check this point. 
 
The team stopped working between 14:45 and 15:30 to be able to watch from the main room the 
launch campaign of the ESA X-ray Multi-Mirror Mission (XMM). 
 
Mr. Ortega proposed that the recommendation about the navigation data exchange shall be given in 
three steps: step 1, putting together a table of data to be transferred, step 2 designing the format in 
which these data shall be arranged and step 3 giving a recommendation about the data content and 
data forma for the exchange. This recommendation shall be given taken into account the present 
experiences (SPK files at JPL, CNES files, DLR, etc). The table of data in a navigation message 
will be included in the next issue of the Green Book. 
 
Late, in the afternoon the group counted with the presence of Mr. Lenhart. Mr. Lenhart asked for 
the status and progress of the first part of the collocation as he was going to present the P1J status at 
the TSG meeting in Rome next week. Mr. Lenhart reminded the nature of the group decisions 
(made by consensus). Mr. Lenhart encouraged the team to work towards the finalization of a Green 
Book: Mr. Lenhart advised the split of the Green Book in pieces self-content if necessary to be able 
to speed up progress on this panel. 
 
The part 1 of the session was closed with the establishment of a teleconference next 17 December 
1999 at 16:00 EMT to cross check the status of the action list here after attached. 



List of Actions 
List of actions from part 1 of the meeting 
 

Identifier Action Octane Due date Status 

P1J-W99-01 Make a list of commonly used co-
ordinate systems at each Agency and 
send them electronically to P1J 
Chairman for inclusion in the Green 
Book 

All members 23 December 
1999 

Open 

P1J-W99-02 Deliver a comprehensive text for the  
attitude navigation data sections of 
the document 

J. Foliard (ground 
nav. exchange) 

G. Ortega (flight 
nav. exchange) 

23 December 
1999 

Open 

P1J-W99-03 Write a table containing all possible 
parameters to be transmitted in a 
navigation message for radio-metric 
data 

A. Cangahuala 
S. Pallaschke 

23 December 
1999 

Open 

P1J-W99-04 Check Issue 1.1 of P1J Green Book 
worked-out during the collocation 
and send comments to P1J Chairman 

All members 17 December 
1999 

Open 

P1J-W99-05 Deliver a comprehensive text for the  
ground station co-ordinates sections 
of the document 

J. Foliard  
S. Pallaschke 

23 December 
1999 

Open 

P1J-W99-06 Give pointers for the astrodynamics 
values references (Bureau des 
Longitudes, etc). 

J. Foliard  23 December 
1999 

Open 

P1J-W99-07 Send to P1J Chairman the electronic 
version (PDF?) of the CNES 
document about co-ordinate 
reference systems  

J. Foliard  23 December 
1999 

Open 

P1J-W99-08 Give pointers for the IERS and 
COSPAR references to be included 
in the document 

J. Dow 23 December 
1999 

Open 

P1J-W99-09 Send to P1J Chairman the electronic 
version of detailed information about 
JPL file format standards of SPK, 
ODF, ICV, and UTDF for inclusion 
in the green  document 

A. Cangahuala 23 December 
1999 

Open 

P1J-W99-10 Check with NASA/GSFC the use 
(optional and/or mandatory) of SPK 
files 

A. Cangahuala 23 December 
1999 

Open 

P1J-W99-11 Check in JPL about the adoption of 
CCSDS P1J standard for navigation 
exchange in Sep. 2001 

A. Cangahuala 23 December 
1999 

Open 

P1J-W99-12 Send to P1J Chairman the electronic 
version of detailed information about 

R. Kiehling 23 December Open 



DLR navigation exchange file format 
standards for inclusion in the green 
document 

1999 

P1J-W99-13 Send to P1J Chairman the electronic 
version of detailed information about 
CNES navigation exchange file 
format standards for inclusion in the 
green  document 

J. Foliard 23 December 
1999 

Open 

P1J-W99-14 Send to P1J Chairman the electronic 
version of detailed information about 
ESOC navigation exchange file 
format standards for inclusion in the 
green  document 

S. Pallaschke 23 December 
1999 

Open 

P1J-W99-15 Check for a convenient date and 
place of the next P1J meeting next 
late January or early February 

All members 23 December 
1999 

Open 

P1J-W99-16 Deliver a comprehensive text of 
examples scenario for the overview 
chapter, including formation flying 
and rendezvous (flight-to-flight) 

G. Ortega 23 December 
1999 

Open 

P1J-W99-17 Deliver a drawing showing scenario 
of navigation messages exchanges 
for the overview chapter 

A. Cangahuala 23 December 
1999 

Open 

 


